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In this paper a rate of local energy decay has been established for a hyperbolic 
system of second-order equations with coefficients depending upon both the time 
and spatial variables in the exterior of a domain whose boundary can be 
illuminated from its exterior by the boundary of a convex body. Under appropriate 
smoothness and decay hypotheses on the coefficients, the decay rates are T-’ +‘and 
T-* + G corresponding to different assumptions on the coefficients, where 0 < I < 1 
and O-C G ~2. It is shown that any exterior domain whose boundary can be 
illuminated from its interior (by the boundary of a convex body) always can be 
illuminated from its exterior (by the boundary of a convex body). Therefore, the 
class of star-shaped exterior domains is included in the results obtained. c 1987 
Academic Press. Inc. 
BACKGROUND 
We will discuss the problem: Does local energy decay as t -+ co for 
solutions of a system of coupled second-order hyperbolic equations in an 
exterior domain on whose boundary a Dirichlet condition is imposed? This 
is a natural generalization of the problem of local energy decay for 
solutions of the wave equation in exterior domains. Let us look at its 
history briefly. 
Let V be the exterior of some finite region with a piecewise smooth 
boundary. Suppose u satisfies 
u,,-Au=0 XE v, t >o, 
4x, 0) =f(xh 
2(,(x, 0) = g(x), 
and on the boundary aV 
u(x, t) = 0, CD) 
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or 
u,(x, f) = 0, (W 
For the wave equation, the total energy is defined as 
Et% T) = f J, (ax, T) + IWX, T)12), 
and the local energy is defined as 
where D is some specified subset of F. (Usually, D = Vn S,, where S, is a 
ball centered at the origin with radius R, and where R is chosen as a 
monotonically increasing function of T.) 
In 1959, Wilcox [ 1 l] considered the problem of local energy decay for 
the wave equation in an exterior domain with special boundary. 
In 1961, Morawetz [6] proved an algebraic rate of local energy decay 
for the Dirichlet problem in the exterior of a star-shaped domain. Later, 
she [7] showed that local energy decays exponentially in R3 for star- 
shaped domains. 
In 1967, Lax and Phillips [S] proved that for general exterior domains 
the local energy decays if the boundary conditions are such that the total 
energy is conserved. They made the following conjecture: There is a rate of 
decay for the local energy in the sense that there is a function f(t) such that 
f(t)-0 as t+ cc and 
?(U, t) G-(t) J%> 
if and only if the boundary admits no closed ray solution, i.e., geometrical 
optic solutions which are closed polygons. 
In 1969, Ralston [9] proved that if there is a closed ray solution, for the 
Dirichlet problem, there is no rate of decay. 
In 1974, Bloom and Kazarinoff [ 1 ] considered solutions of the scalar 
wave equation defined on exterior domains with boundaries that can be 
illuminated from the interior. They proved that the local energy of 
solutions satisfying (D) decays as O(~C’+~) in R2 and O(e-“‘) in R3, where 
0~6~ 1 and L>O. 
In 1975, Morawetz [8] and Strauss [lo] proved that in R2, if there is no 
closed ray solution, then there is a rate of decay of local energy for (D). In 
R3, Morawetz’s result does not include all the exterior domains which 
admit no closed ray solutions. However, as we see, the picture for the wave 
equation with condition (D) is almost complete. 
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Unlike the zero Dirichlet problem, for the Neumann boundary condition 
(N) the picture is rather empty. The only result belongs to Morawetz [S]. 
She proved that for (N) the local energy decays in the exterior domain of a 
convex body in R2 and R3. 
In other directions, local energy decay results have been extended to the 
wave equation in higher dimensions and to hyperbolic equations or 
systems of hyperbolic equations with variable coefftcients. As for the wave 
equation, all the results are restricted to the boundary condition (D). 
In 1963, Zachmanoglou [13] proved a rate of local energy decay exists 
for the scalar wave equation in higher dimensions in the exterior of a star- 
shaped domain. 
In 1966, Zachmanoglou [ 141 showed for scalar hyperbolic equations 
with variable, but time independent, coefficients on a star-shaped domain, 
the local energy decays like r-(’ -OL), where 0 < tl < 1. 
In 1973, Bloom and Kazarinoff [2] proved that energy decays locally at 
the rate T-2fk for solutions of hyperbolic equations with coefficients that 
depend upon both position and time in the exterior of star-shaped omains 
in R3. Here k is a positive constant depending on the coefficients. Chan [4] 
proved there exists a rate of decay for local energy for solutions of a hyper- 
bolic equation with variable coefficients in an exterior domain whose 
boundary can be illuminated from the interior. 
In 1985, Bloom and Kazarinoff [3] established a decay rate for local 
energy of solutions of systems of second-order hyperbolic equations with 
coefficients that depend on the spatial variables and time in the exterior of 
a star-shaped omain under appropriate smoothness and decay hypotheses 
on the coefficients. 
In this paper, I consider the local energy decay problem for a system of 
second-order hyperbolic equations with coefficients that depend on both 
spatial and time variables in an exterior domain V with the boundary con- 
dition (D), where V is such that aF’ can be illuminated from its exterior by 
ar, where r is a convex body. 
1. THE ILLUMINATING COORDINATE SYSTEM AND ITS CALCULUS 
DEFINITION 1. We say that the boundary of an exterior domain V can 
be illuminated from the exterior if and only if there exists a convex body r 
containing aV with smooth boundary dT such that aV is filled by a family 
of nonintersecting rays normal to ar. Each ray is completely contained in 
V in the following sense: for each x0 E aV there exists a unique x, E ar and 
number sO(xl) < 0 such that 
x0 = so(x* 1 4x1) + Xl 3 
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FIGURE 1 
where v is the outward normal to ar at x,, and 
x=tv(x,)+x,E v, tE [so, a). 
A simple exterior domain which can be illuminated from its exterior, but 
not from its interior is a region with a snakelike boundary (see Fig. 1). 
We denote by ar the smooth surface of the illuminating convex body. 
Let x = (x1, x2, x3) be the Cartesian coordinates in R3 with origin inside f 
and V’. If x0 E X’, then in a neighborhood of x,, we choose the parametric 
curves to be the two principal curves on ar. If the neighborhood of x0 is an 
all-umbilic surface, then we still can choose the parametric curves to be 
orthogonal to each other. Furthermore, we let the parameters be the arc- 
length parameters. Thus, if x0 E ar, then x0 is given in local coordinates by 
xo=xo(~,, 02) = cx;co,, a,), X$x% u*), x;(a,, o*)), 
where c1 = const and cr2 = const are the parametrizations of the arc-length 
of the principal curves near x,,. We can cover ar by a finite set of local 
coordinate patches. 
Next, corresponding to each coordinate patch on ar we consider the 
mapping 27 (s, gi, 02) + R3 by 
x = da, 7 02) +x0(01, (T*) = sx, + XO((TI, 02), (1.1) 
where v(G,, az) = e, x e2, el = ax,/&,, and e, = i?xo/&,. By Definition 1, 
for each x1 E aV, there is unique triple (so(gi, (T*), r~i, (T*) such that 
Xl = sotal, 62) v(fl, 3 02) + xo(fJ, 3 a,), 
where sO(cl, a,)<O. 
We quote two lemmas from Bloom and Kazarinoff [l]. Although they 
stated and proved these lemmas just for the case of illumination from the 
interior, these lemmas still hold in our case. We always assume 0 < k, < k, , 
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where k, and k, are the principal curvatures at ~,,(a,, a*). Furthermore, we 
assume that 
min (k,s,) > - 1, 
(Cl. fl2) (1.2) 
LEMMA 1. The level surfaces s = const, oI = const, and o2 = const define 
a set of local coordinate systems in F with each ray {x: (T, = const, 
o2 = const, and ~,(a,, az) 6 s < cc } normally incident on ar and 
(1.3) 
Remark. Generally, whether Definition 1 implies (1.2) is not clear. 
However, when a, = const can be locally regarded as a plane curve, then 
Definition 1 does imply (1.2), see [l]. 
LEMMA 2. Let x1 =xi(a,, a2)=s0v(a1, a,)+x,(a,, a2) be a point on 
aV, and n(a,, a2) be the normal to dV pointing into Vat x1, then 
n(al, a21 v(a,, ad 2 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be a domain with a boundary dV that can be illuminated 
from its exterior by ar, where r is a convex body. Then for any given 6 > 0, 
there exists a convex body r, such that ar, illuminates aV and satisfies 
K 
2,1+6, 
K (1.4) 2m 
where 
and 0 < K,(a,, a2) < K,(a,, a2) are the principal curvatures of al-,. 
Proof: For any given L > 0, look at the surface ar, which is described 
by x=Lv(ai, a,)+x,(a,, a2), where xO(al, a2) and v(a,, a2) are defined 
above. 
It is easy to check that ar, is a closed surface, and that the region inside 
W, is convex. Furthermore ai = const and a2 = const are the two principal 
curves and 
&Cal, 02) = Ma, y ad 
1 
Lk,(a,, aJ + 1 = L + l/k,(a, , a,)’ 
Kl(a,, a21 = 
k,(a, y ad 1 
Lk,(a,,a,)+l=L+l/k,(a,,a,)’ 
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where k, < k, are the principal curvatures of ar (we assume 0 < k2) and K2 
and K1 are the principal curvature of ar,. Then 
where k ,m = min k,(a,, 02) and k,, = max k,(a,, cr2). Thus, if L is large 
enough, (1.4) holds. 
The following calculus formulas are used in our computation. First, by 
the choice of err and IJ~ we have 
A geometrical fact which is easy to prove and which we need in the 
future is 
if 0 <s, 
where r= Ix(s, cl, oz)[ = Isv(o,, r~,)+x,(a,, o,)l, x0(0,, a,)~af. Second, 
some computation leads to the following formulas: 
vs=v, (1.6) 
k, k2 v.v=- - 
k,s+l+k,s+l’ (1.7) 
avi k, k, -z-e .e .+-e .e . . 
axj k,s+l ” ” k,s+l 21 2J (1.8) 
Here xi, vi, and eV are the components of x, v, and e, in Cartesian coor- 
dinates in R3. 
2. NOTATION 
We consider the following initial-boundary value problem (P,): 
V4"( AV4'U) - cu = 0, lx, t) E wo, 00 ), 
u(x, t) = 0, XEav, 
4x, 0) =Sb), U,(& 0) = g(x), xEav, 
xeR3, u = (u’ ) . ..) Urn)‘, 
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where I’ is a domain whose boundary c?I’ can be illuminated from its 
exterior by the boundary of a convex body r. Here 
and we assume that E and d are strictly positive definite symmetric 
matrices that depend upon x and t. We further assume that c is a positive- 
definite, symmetric matrix and that f(x) and g(x) have compact support. 
Then the total energy at time T is defined by 
Etu, T)=fj te(u)+d(u)+c(u)), 
V 
where e(u) = (VU)’ E(Vu), d(u) = u: d ur, and c(u) = U’CU. The local energy at 
time T in the domain V(T) is defined by 
where k’(T) = v n {x; 1 x 1 < cl2T}, 0 < E < 1, and !2 is defined in Section 3 
below. 
We now introduce some notational conventions. Let U, w,, w2, w3, and 
w4 be column vectors in R”, and set w = (w;, w;, w;, wi)‘. Then we define 
((4 w)) = (u’w,, u’w*, U’Wj, U’W‘J. 
For a function u(x, t) we define 
N(u)= sup IU(X, t)l. 
XE v rE CO,oo) 
If k is a function of 0, and g2, then N(k) = supCO,, 02j k(a,, a,), and for a 
matrix E(x, t) we define 
NE) = SUP II W, t)ll . 
XE Y IE co, 03) 
The plan of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 3 we 
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state the two basic lemmas which describe the properties of u(x, t), the 
solution of (P,). In Section 4 we establish the basic identities of divergence 
and energy. In Section 5 we estimate the left-hand side (LHS) and the 
right-hand side (RHS) of the energy identity. In Section 6 we state and 
complete proof of the main result of this paper. 
Remark. In [3] Bloom and Kazarinoff consider systems of the form 
Under reasonable conditions on the coeflicients, a proof of local energy 
decay for the system (Pi) is essentially the same as for (Pi). To better 
exhibit the essence of the approach used here we consider systems of the 
form (Pi) instead of (P;). 
3. SOME FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
The results of this paper are based on a Domain of Dependence 
Theorem for solutions of problem (Pi). A Domain of Dependence 
Theorem was proved by Wilcox [12] for a class of hyperbolic equations 
with time independent coefficients. Bloom and Kazarinoff generalized it to 
the case of time dependent coefficients for second-order hyperbolic systems 
in [3]. We also make use of certain bounds on the total energy of solutions 
of (PI) that are obtained in [3]. 
LEMMA 4 [3] (Theorem of Domain of Dependence). Let u(x, t) be a 
solution of (Pi). Suppose f (x) and g(x) have compact support lying inside the 
ball 
s(O,p)= (x, 1x1 Gp}. Let 
p0 = Max(N(E) N(d-‘), N(E)N(E-‘)); 
then for any x and t such that 1 x 1 >p +p,, t, we have 
u(x, t) = 0. 
LEMMA 5 [3] (the growth of total energy). Let u(x, t) be a solution of 
the system (Pi). For each 0 < E < 1, we choose To such that 
V(T,)= Pn {x: 1x1 G.&T,,} I~V and &lRT,2 max Ix,,I. 
xosdJ- 
409/128/2-Z 
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Here the constant Sz is defined by the equation 
(1 +N(d)+4N ; 
0 
N(E’) N(r3d,)) 52 =;. (3.1) 
Then for any T > T,, we have 
-f-q% T) G mu, O)(T/T,)‘, (3.2) 
n=i+JT max(N(E,) N(E-‘), N(c) N(d-‘))(t/~- l)‘+‘[’ dt, 
0 
I= max(N(tE,) N(E-‘) + 4N(E-‘) N(c,), N(td,) AJ(d-I)), (3.3) 
I’ = max(N(E,) N(E- ‘), N(c) N(d-’ )), and r= (x(. 
LEMMA 6 [3]. If u(x, t) E C’(P) and u(x, t) = 0, x E 8V, then 
5 ?<4N(f) N(EA1) Jvc,,etu), ~7~) r 
and 
where 
V(t) = Pn {x; r G eQt}. 
Remark. Checking the prqof of this lemma, we also see that if 
u(x, t)=O, XE~V, then 
We will use this fact in the proof of (5.1)-(5.4). 
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4. THE BASIC IDENTITIES 
Here we present an identity which will be used to establish the behavior 
of the local energy q(t). We consider the divergence identity below which 
holds for any u(x, t) E C*( Vx(0, co)). 
v4”(+a(u, cu) -6 ((u, AV4’U)) - ((u, BV4’u)) 
- ((a . V4)u, AV4’u)) + &a(V4)u, AV4)U ) ) 
= $a;c(u) + at:cu + ;aiU’C,U - 6,u’V’4’A%i 
- &;A”uj - iju’V’4”(AV’4’u) - #!uj 
- afu:Ajkuk - aiu;v(4)‘(AV(4)u) 
+ $yjUiAjkuk + $‘u!Ajku J I k, (4.1) 
where S is a scalar function, a = (a’, a’, a3, a”) and B is a 4m x 4m skew- 
symmetric matrix whose elements depend upon x and t. 
In terms such as aiu’.A%,, where the indices are repeated, we have used 
the summation conv&r;ion where the indices run from 1 to 4. But, in terms 
such as v$:Ej’u,, there are indices which run just from 1 to 3, such as the i 
in vj and j, k in E jk, then the summation is over 1 to 3. For example, 
Now we choose 
ii = 2t, 4-c gl, g2, t) = 
( 
2tb + 4) v(a, 9 c2) 
1 t2+(s+q)* ’ 
and 
where q is a positive number determined in Section 5, 
=2(k,s+ 1))’ (k,s+ 1)-l j’ (k,7+l)(k,7+l)d(7,o,,o,,t)d7, 
nd,Jl. 02) 
and Daly ~7~) ~(a,, a2)+xo(o,, o,)~av. Here Q(~~, a,), S, cl, 02, kl(a,, 
c2), k2(ola2), and v(dr, c2) are defined in Section 1. 
Let u(x, t) be the unique solution of (Pr), which we suppose exists. Then 
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for any t > 0, u(x, t) has compact support. We integrate both sides of (4.1) 
over Vx [T,, T]. Noticing that 
fi-2d=O, 
x = NcJl,~2) + %(a,, cJ*), 
s2=r2-2x.xo+Ixo12=r2-2x.xo+r~, 
and 
u(x, t) = 0, vu = nu, on av, 
where n is the inward normal to al’, we get the identity 
LHS = RHS, 
where 
LHS = jr /;v t(q +s)(v .n)(nu,)’ E(q) 
0 
+;s, ((r* + t2)(e(u) - u:du, + c(u)) 
f=T 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
+ (r + tj2 
7 (u + ru, + ru,)’ d(u + ru, + ru,) 
+ (t-r)* 
7(u+ ru, - ru,)’ d(u + ru, - ru,)) 
+; j, f+d’u-; j, (2x .x0 + ri)(e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) 
1=T 1=T 
t(x, .Vu)’ du, + u’ du 
V V 
1=T , = To 
t2 + s2 - 
V 
2 (e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) 
- 
s 
(2tu’ du, + 2tsu;du,) 
V 
I= To 
+jv ;( 4 2s + q2)(e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) + 2tqu:du, 
t=T 
- i (2sq + q2)(e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) + 2tqu:du,, (4.4) 
V 
I = To 
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and 
t(q + s) u’csu + 
t*+(q+s)* 
2 
u’c,u - u’dp 
.Vu)‘(e, .E)Vu+z(e, 
2 
+ j-r j, 2b + q)(u;du, - u,(v . E) u) 
0 
+ j; Iv 44 + s)(W)’ EsVu - Mu,) 
‘2+(;+s)2((Vu)‘EIu-u;d,u). (4.5) 
5. THE ESTIMATION OF THE LHS AND THE RHS 
We estimate the left-hand side first. We write 
I=fj ((r* + t2)(e(u) - ui du, + c(u)) v 
I=T 
+(r+t)’ 
2r2 (u + ru, + rut)’ d(u + ru, + ru,) 
+(t-r)’ 
7 (u + ru,. - rut)’ d(u + ru, - ru,)) = Z,(T) + Z2( T), 
where I, is the integral over the region r > EQT, I2 is the integral over the 
region V(T) = rn {x; r < EQT). I, is exactly the same as the integral which 
occurs in [2, p. 3631, except for the extra term c(u). So we have 
““-;(I+&) W(r2(E-dO)+ I)J‘r2inT(4u)+c(u)). (5.1) 
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By comparing our I, with the Z, in [a], we have 
z > (1 -a2 p 
j ( 
2ss2 
2’ 2 W T) 
e(u) + 4~) + 4~) - (, _ EQ)2 4 du, 
I=T 
(1 - &In)* 
- 
2 
T2 j 1 t/d+. 
V(T) r 
Combining the last term in (5.2) and the term 
.r 
r*+ t* 
2r 
u’d, u, 
V 
/=T 
we have 
Jl -&Q)* 
2 
T2 j A u’d,u + j, f$ zid,u 
UT) r 
1=T 
2&L? - (&is)2 
= 
2 
T2 j .! u’d,.u + Ji,,,,; u’d,u 
V(T) r 
r* -+- t’ 
+j y+d,u 
r>eRT 
t=T 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Combining the term - 2&T’ i vcTl z I ‘u’ du, with the first term in the left side 
in (5.3), we get 
> -2&2T2N(d) N(E-‘) j e(u) 
0 7’) 
-2&OT2N(r3d,) 4N $ N(E-‘) j,,,, e(u) 
0 
2 -2&T2(N(d) N(E-‘)-t4N(r3d,) N(rp2) N(E-‘)) q(T). (5.4) 
Here we have used Lemma 5. By the choice of 0, the coefficient of T*q( T) 
becomes 
(1 -&Q)* - 2&(N(d) N(E-‘) + 4N(r3d,) N(re2) iV(E-I)) 
=1-&+E2Q2>1-&. 
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Next, we look at the remaining terms of the LHS in (5.3). We observe 
that 
i 
..,f u’d,u k -4N(r5d,) N(rr2) N(P) q(T) (5.5) 
and 
+4(&Q)-* N(r3d,) N(E-‘) Ir,,,,i e(u). (5.6) 
We estimate the other terms in (4.4) one by one. 
-; 
s 
(2-x. x0 + #e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) > -2N(r,) p. TE( T) - iV(ri) E(T). 
V 
f= T 
Second, 
-2J t(x, *Vu)’ du, 2 -4TN(r,)(N(d) N(E-‘) + 1) E(T). V 
1=T 
Following [2], we know that 
u’du- 
I (t*+s*)&e(u)+d(u)+c(u)) V V 
I = To r= To 
- 
s 
(2tu’ du, + 2fm:du,) > - QoE(u, 0), 
V 
I= To 
where Q, is certain positive number depending on the coefficients. Then, 
noticing s + q 2 0, 
s v ( 4 2sq + q*)(e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) + 2tqu:du, 
r=T 
2 -q*E(u, T)-2q(l +N(d)N(E-‘))E(u, T) T. 
Similarly, we can handle the term 
I 2sqi(e(u) + d(u) + c(u)) + 2tqu: du,. V 
t= To 
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In summary, by Lemma 4, we have 
LHS>(l-E) T2q(T)-Q,E(O) T’+‘, (5.7) 
where Q, is a constant depending the coeffkients and geometrical proper- 
ties of aV, and I is defined in Lemma 4. 
Now we estimate the RHS term by term. First, noticing that 
IsI <max(q,r)<q+r, 
t(q + s) u’c,u < (4 + r) t I c, I u’u 
where 
Similarly, 
Second, 
< (2N(qtr*c,) + N(tr3c,)) f: j, z/u/r* 
Cl 
< (2qN(tr*c,) + N(tr3c,)) 4N(E-‘) j:j, e(u) 
< W(E-‘)(2qN(r*tc,) + N(tr3c,)) JT’+‘, (5.8) 
JT’+‘= I:~E(r)d,dnE(O)~~(~)~dl. 
T (t2+(q+s)2)&‘cp-u’d,u 
< 4N(E-‘)[N(t2r2c,) + 4q2N(r2c,) + 4qN(r3c,) 
+ N(r4c,) + 2N(r*d,)] JT’+‘. (5.9) 
SI T 2(s+q)(u:du,-u:(V.E)Vu) To V 
Third, 
<2N((2q+r)(E-dI)(N(E-‘)+N(d-‘)) JT’+‘. (5.10) 
tt4 + s)((Vu) &(Vu) - 44ut) 
+ $(t’ + (s + q)‘)((Vu)’ E,Vu - u;d,u,) 
G [2N(t(2q + r) E,) + N(t(2q + r) d,) + N(t*E,) 
+N((2q+r)2E,)+N(t2d,)+N((2q+r)2d,)] JT’+‘. (5.11) 
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Finally, we handle the main parts of the RHS. We choose q such that 
6) 4+df11, 02)>0, 
(ii) 0 < (k,q- l)/(k,s + 1) < W, (i= 1, 2), 
where W is an arbitrary positive number. Then the third term in the RHS 
has the correct algebraic sign. The second term becomes 
f)(J,.,,(- -))+) hq-l+k*q-1 k,s+ 1 k,s+ 1 
< W(E-‘) N((2 + W) tr’c JT’+‘. 
Now, 
(5.12) 
(el .Vu)’ (e, .E) Vu +&$f (ez .Vu)’ (e2 .E) Vu) 
2 
< 4WN(E) N(E-‘) \’ 1 te(u) 
To V(T) 
< 8 WN(E) N(P) IT t?(t) dt 
To 
where G1 = 8 WN(E) N(E-‘). Here we used the fact if t z=- T,, and r > d2t, 
then s > +&t. In summary, 
RHS<G,T’+‘+ TG,rq(t)dt, 
f To 
(5.13) 
where G, is a constant depending upon E(0) and aV. Furthermore, (i) and 
(ii) can be satisfied if we choose q such that 
1 
-<q-c 
k 2m 
+- (I+ WC?:, (1 +kld). 
IM 
(5.14) 
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From Lemma 3 and the assumption that min(,,, 02j (1 + k,sO) > 0 we know 
that (5.14) can be satisfied for any W> 0 by suitably enlarging the 
illuminating body. Thus we can make G, < 6, for any 6 > 0. 
6. THE ENERGY DECAY ESTIMATE 
We have proven in the above sections that for any G > 0, there exist con- 
stants T,, pr, and G, such that for each T > T,, 
T2v](T)<p,T1+’ + !” G, q(t) dt. (6.1) 
To 
The inequality (6.1) implies that, for T > T,, 
r(T)6pTP’+‘, (6.2) 
where p is a constant depending on pl, G, , and 1. Thus 
q(T)=O(T-‘+‘) as T-+ co (O<I< 1). (6.3) 
For convenience, we summarize the conditions we have used to obtain 
our energy deca results: 
ii 
f = max(N(tE,) N(E-‘) + 4N(E-‘) N(r2tc,), N(&‘) N(td,)) < 1, (6.4) 
N(E), N(E-I), N(d), N(d-‘), N(tr2c) < al, (6.5) 
N( r5dr), N( r2d,), N( trd,), N( r*d,), N( t’d,) < co, (6.6) 
N( tr3cs), N( t2r2c,), N(r2c,) < co, (6.7) 
N( trE,), N( t2E,), N( r2E,) < cc) (6.8) 
N(r2(E- ID)) < co. (6.9) 
THEOREM. Let u(x, t) be the solution of the system of hyperbolic 
equations 
V4”( AV4’U) - cz4 = 0 (x, t) E I/x(0, co), 
and suppose 
u(x, 2) = 0, XEdV, 
4x, 0) =f (XL and u,(x, 0) = g(x), 
where f (x) and g(x) have compact support in C’(F), A = (t fd), and E, d, 
and c are symmetric positive-definite matrices. Then u(x, t) has compact 
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support in P for each t > 0. Further, if aV can be illuminated from its 
exterior by the surface of a convex body r, and (6.4~(6.9) are satisfied, then 
for each 0 -C E < 1, there exist constants 0 defined by (3.1) and To defined in 
Lemma 5, such that 
(e(u)+d(u)+c(u))GpT-‘+’ for T> T,, 
or 
Y/(T)=O(T~‘+‘) as T-roe, 
where p is a constant depending upon the coefficients and aV. 
Remark 1. If E(u, t) d Lo(E(O)), then we have 
r](T)=Co(T-‘) as T-+co. 
Remark 2. (i) By assuming that E,, ES, c,, and c, are negative definite 
and d,, d,, and d, are positive definite we can remove the asymptotic 
conditions (6.4), (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8). In this case E(u, t) < E(u, 0). 
(ii) If we notice that the asymptotic behavior of c,, d,, and E, is the 
same as c,, d,, and E,, respectively, then N( trd,), N( tr3c,), and 
N(trE,) < 00 can be replaced by N(trd,), N(tr3c,), and N(trE,) -C 00, respec- 
tively. 
(iii) If we assume the c-i exists for all (x, t) such that c(x, t) # 0, 
then we can replace N(tr’c,), iV(tr3c,), N(t2r2c,), and N(r4c,) by N(tc,c-‘), 
N(trc,c-l), N(t2c1c-‘), and N(r2cIcp1), respectively. 
(iv) By using a different method to estimate the RHS, we can remove 
the asymptotic conditions implied by the boundedness of N(trd,), N(tr3c,), 
and N(trE,). The idea is, for example, to replace (5.8) by 
T 
t(q + s) u’c,u < 
ss 
(2q + r)l c, I tu’u 
To V(t) 
(2q+r)r3 ic,l$ 
d 8iV(E-‘) N((2q + r) r2c,) ST t?(t) 
To 
+ 8N(E-‘) N((2q + r) r3c,) i’ E(t) dt. 
TO 
The only changes in the RHS are in the coefficients G, and G,. 
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We can handle the other two terms in this way. In this case, we must 
require 
max(8N(E-‘)N((2q+r)r2c,)+N((2q+r)E,), N((2q+r)d,s))<2, 
and ~(T)=c!I(T-*+~I), as T + co when 1 + 1~ G, < 2, instead of the boun- 
dedness of N( trd,), N( fr3c,), and N( trE,). 
Remark 3. Lemma 3 implies that any surface which can be illuminated 
from its interior by the surface of a convex body can be illuminated from 
its exterior by enlarging the original convex body. This means that the 
restrictions on the geometry of V that must be imposed to obtain local 
energy decay for boundaries that can be illuminated from their interior are 
unnecessary. 
Remark 4. The choice of T,, indicates that for bodies which are sharply 
curved it takes longer for the local energy to decay to a given level than for 
a sphere, for example. 
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